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The HS lndexing Chuck machine

utilizes hydraulically-actuated, self-

centering two- or three-jaw

chucks, or custom clamp fixtures,

to provide the highest accuracy

and part clamping rigidity. This

accurate chuck indexing provides

precise part positioning for

complex multi-axis machining that

requires one chucking to maintain

overall part quality and statistical

capability. 
-



The chucks are positioned on the

indexing table in a satellite

arrangement, and are indexed

hydraulically. lndexing of the

satellite chucks is free program-

mable, and can be arranged so that

no cycle time is lost. Variable

clamping pressure can be provided

to critical chucks at cefiain stations

for ideal gripping performance

without damaging or distofting the

finished p?ft. r

A large group of irregular-shaped

components, cast or forged, can

be loaded by semi-automatic or

f u lly-automatic pick-and-place

systems, or bowl feeding,

depending upon the specific paft

requirements. Loading and

unloading takes place on the same

station, and typically falls well

within the cycle time. Bar stock

also can be fed to the machine

using a fully automatic bar feeder

and cutoff Saw. r



The HS machine has the rigidity to

handle all components within the

capacity range of the machine; 4'

cube capacity on the HS-'12, and 3'

cube capacity on the HS-l6.

Typical components ideally suited

for machining on the HS machine

include: r
Automotive

ABS and brake systems

Fuel and electrical

Engine and steering

Plumbing and HVAC

Brass and bronze valve castings

Faucet bodies

Gas valves and connectors

Hardware and Appliances

Power tools and appliance housings

Welding

Lock applications

Electrical

Wire connectors

Switch bodies

Telecommunication applications

Defense and Aerospace

Fuse Bodies

lnstrument Housings

For More lnformation Contact:
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I Hudromot' lnc.
\lg nr""ision transfer machines

11600 Adie Road
St. Louis, MO 63043
PHONE:3141432-4644
FAX: 31 41432-7552
WEB: www.hydromat.com
E-mail : hydromat@hydromat.com
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ROTARY INDEXING CHUCK MAGHINE MODELS
Machine

Model

Dimensions lllar. Stonl Si2cs llor

sh.

Ver.

su.

lndex

Ime

Weiqhl

lbs.

Machine

Power

Size

llnitA B c Blank Rnd Lol,

l]S t2 380 165 173 21 4 cuDe r 3/4 8 12 1.2 18.500

53 HP

(AVG.)

36/1 00

461124

NSt6 380 165 173', 27 3 flbe 1 3/4 6 16 1.0 20.000

66 NP

tAVo.)

26/80

36/1 00

46/1 20
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